Booz Allen’s Contract Vehicles

Booz Allen manages a broad portfolio of government contract vehicles to provide our clients with fast, flexible channels to access the full range of our management and technology services. In most cases, agencies may choose to place orders on these vehicles directly, or use a variety of assisted acquisition organizations, such as GSA. The broad array of Booz Allen’s professional services covered by these vehicles include:

- Information Technology
- Systems Engineering and Integration
- Information Assurance
- Telecommunications Consulting
- Financial Management
- Operations and Logistic Support
- Engineering, Analytical, and Technical
- Strategic Business Solutions
- Transformation and Organizational Change Management
- Environmental Planning and Compliance
- Energy Management and Audit Services
- Program Integration and Project Management
- Training Development, Modeling, and Simulation
- Professional Security and Emergency Preparedness

Booz Allen’s vast experience in working with the Government and these flexible contracting arrangements offers the ability to meet any requirement, evolve with the changing marketplace, and deliver the best solutions to support our clients’ missions worldwide.

Booz Allen is headquartered in McLean, Virginia, employs more than 25,000 people, and had revenue of $5.59 billion for the 12 months ended March 31, 2011. To learn more, visit www.boozallen.com. (NYSE: BAH)

About Booz Allen Hamilton

Booz Allen Hamilton has been at the forefront of strategy and technology consulting for nearly a century. Today, the firm provides professional services primarily to the US government in defense, intelligence, and civil markets, and to major corporations, institutions, and not-for-profit organizations. Booz Allen offers clients deep functional knowledge spanning strategy and organization, engineering and operations, technology, and analytics—which it combines with specialized expertise in clients’ mission and domain areas to help solve their toughest problems.

Booz Allen is headquartered in McLean, Virginia, employs more than 25,000 people, and had revenue of $5.59 billion for the 12 months ended March 31, 2011. To learn more, visit www.boozallen.com. (NYSE: BAH)
Government-Wide Acquisition Contracts (GWAC)

FSSI Wireless TEM Services
Contract No.: GS00Q09BGD0003
- http://wireless.tem.bah.com
- Inventory Management Services
- Rate Plan Optimization Services
- Management Reporting Services
- Invoice Management and Audit
- Contract Optimization Services
- Ordering and Procurement Services

Environmental Services (ES)
Contract No.: GS-10F-0009J
- http://eservices.bah.com
- SIN 899-1: Environmental Planning Services and Documentation
- SIN 899-2: Environmental Compliance Services
- SIN 899-3: Environmental/Occupational Training Services
- SIN 899-4: Waste Management Services and Software
- SIN 899-6: Remote Advisory Services
- SIN 899-7: Geographic Information Systems

Facilities Maintenance and Management (Energy)
Contract No.: GS-10F-0320R
- http://oneservices.bah.com
- SIN 871-202: Energy Management Planning and Strategies
- SIN 871-203: Training on Energy Management
- SIN 871-204: Metering Services
- SIN 871-205: Energy Program Support Services
- SIN 871-206: Building Commissioning Services
- SIN 871-207: Energy Audit Services
- SIN 871-208: Resource Efficiency Management (REMI)
- SIN 871-209: Innovations in Energy
- SIN 871-210: Water Conservation

Financial and Business Solutions (FABS)
Contract No.: GS-23F-0109L
- http://fabs.bah.com
- SIN 520-5: Loan Servicing and Asset Management
- SIN 520-9: Recovery Audits
- SIN 520-11: Accounting
- SIN 520-12: Budgeting
- SIN 520-13: Complementary Financial Management Services
- SIN 520-15: Outsourcing Recurring Commercial Activities for Financial Management Services
- SIN 520-22: Grants Management Support Services

GSA Federal Supply Schedules

Comprehensive Furniture Management Services (CFMS)
Contract No.: GS-29F-0019X
- http://cfms.bah.com
- SIN 712-1: Project Management (Furniture/Furnishings Related)
- SIN 712-2: Assets Management (Furniture and Furnishings Related)
- SIN 712-3: Reconfiguration/Relocation Management (Furniture and Furniture Related)
- SIN 712-4: Furniture Design/Layout

Information Technology (IT)
- Includes State and Local Services
Contract No.: GS-35F-0306J
- http://itschedule.bah.com
- SIN 132-81: IT Professional Services
- SIN 132-81TLOC: IT Professional Services, State and Local Services
- SIN 132-62: HSPD-12 Product and Service Components (FIPS D998)

Law Enforcement and Security Services (Schedule 84) Includes State and Local Services
Contract No.: GS-07F-0065V
- http://schedule84.bah.com
- SIN 246-52: Professional Security/Facility Management Services
- SIN 246-60: 1—Security Systems Integration and Design Services
- SIN 246-60: 2—Security Management and Support Services
- SIN 246-60: 3—Security System Life-Cycle Support
- SIN 426-4F: Emergency Preparedness and First Responder Equipment, Training, and Services

Logistics Worldwide (LOGWORLD)
Contract No.: GS-10F-0330L
- http://logworld.bah.com
- SIN 874-505: Supply and Value Chain Management Services
- SIN 874-503: Distribution and Transportation Logistics Services
- SIN 874-504: Deployment Logistics Services
- SIN 874-505: Logistics Training Services

Advertising and Integrated Marketing Solutions (AIMS)
Contract No.: GS-23F-0184N
- http://aims.bah.com
- SIN 541-1: Advertising Services
- SIN 541-2: Public Relations Services
- SIN 541-4: Market Research and Analysis
- SIN 541-4B: Video/Film Production
- SIN 541-4C: Exhibit Design and Implementation Services
- SIN 541-6: Integrated Marketing Services
- SIN 541:1000: Other Direct Costs

Mission Oriented Business Integrated Services (MOBIS)
Contract No.: GS-23F-9755H
- http://mobis.bah.com
- SIN 874-1: Consultation Services
- SIN 874-2: Facilitation Services
- SIN 874-3: Survey Services
- SIN 874-4: Training Services: Instructor Led Training, Web Based Training
- SIN 874-5: Support Products
- SIN 874-6: Competitive Sourcing Support
- SIN 874-7: Program Integration and Project Management Services
- Formerly Training Aids and Devices Schedule 69

Professional Engineering Services (PES)
Contract No.: GS-23F-0025K
- http://pes.bah.com
- SIN 871-1: Strategic Planning for Technology Programs/Activities
- SIN 871-2: Concept Development and Requirements Analysis
- SIN 871-3: Systems Design, Engineering, and Integration
- SIN 871-4: Test and Evaluation
- SIN 871-5: Integrated Logistics Support
- SIN 871-6: Acquisition and Life-Cycle Management
- SIN 871-7: Construction Management

Human Resources and EEO Services (HR & EEO)
Contact No.: GS-15F-0087K
- http://hrservices.bah.com
- SIN 871-1: Strategic Planning for Technology Programs/Activities
- SIN 871-2: Concept Development and Requirements Analysis
- SIN 871-3: Systems Design, Engineering, and Integration
- SIN 871-4: Test and Evaluation
- SIN 871-5: Integrated Logistics Support
- SIN 871-6: Acquisition and Life-Cycle Management
- SIN 871-7: Construction Management

Human Resource Services, Workforce Planning, and Workforce Training